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abstract
Mimicry—when one organism (the mimic) evolves a phenotypic resemblance to another (the model)

due to selective benefits—is widely used to illustrate natural selection’s power to generate adaptations.
However, many putative mimics resemble their models imprecisely, and such imperfect mimicry
represents a specific challenge to mimicry theory and a general one to evolutionary theory. Here, we
discuss 11 nonmutually exclusive hypotheses for imperfect mimicry. We group these hypotheses
according to whether imperfect mimicry reflects: an artifact of human perception, which is not shared
by any naturally occurring predators and therefore is not truly an instance of imperfect mimicry;
genetic, developmental, or time-lag constraints, which (temporarily) prevent a response to selection for
perfect mimicry; relaxed selection, where imperfect mimicry is as adaptive as perfect mimicry; or
tradeoffs, where imperfect mimicry is (locally) more adaptive than perfect mimicry. We find that the
relaxed selection hypothesis has garnered the most support. However, because only a few study systems
have thus far been comprehensively evaluated, the relative contributions of the various hypotheses
toward explaining the evolution of imperfect mimicry remain unclear. Ultimately, clarifying why
imperfect mimicry exists should provide critical insights into the limits of natural selection in
producing complex adaptations.

Introduction

NATURAL selection’s power to produce
remarkable adaptations is beautifully

exemplified by mimicry, which occurs when
one organism (the mimic) converges on

phenotypic features of another (the model)
because of the selective benefits of sharing
such a resemblance (see reviews in Wickler
1968; Edmunds 1974; Endler 1981; Wald-
bauer 1988; Malcolm 1990; Mallet and Joron
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1999; Ruxton et al. 2004; Forbes 2009; Kiku-
chi and Pfennig 2012a; Grim 2013). It has
long been assumed that mimics should al-
ways experience selection to resemble their
models closely (Ruxton et al. 2004), yet it has
become increasingly clear that many resem-
ble their models less precisely than biologists
have expected them to (Sherratt 2002; Gil-
bert 2005). For instance, many species of
harmless Neotropical snakes resemble highly
venomous coral snakes (Brodie and Brodie
2004). Although some species are amaz-
ingly similar to coral snakes (Greene and
McDiarmid 2005), most species have only a
coarse resemblance (Savage and Slowinski
1992). The existence of such imperfect mim-
icry poses a central challenge to traditional the-
ory (Edmunds 2000; Sherratt 2002; Ruxton et
al. 2004:159–161).

Although numerous hypotheses have
been put forth to explain imperfect mimicry
(Penney et al. 2012; Pfennig and Kikuchi
2012), the relationships among these hypoth-
eses, and their mutually exclusive predictions,
have not been explored comprehensively.
Moreover, most of these hypotheses have
been tested unevenly, with some having
been tested rigorously and others having re-
ceived little, if any, empirical attention (Pen-
ney et al. 2012; Pfennig and Kikuchi 2012).
In this review, we seek to classify and clarify
the various hypotheses that have been ad-
vanced for imprecise mimicry’s persistence.
We also describe the empirical evidence in
support of the various hypotheses to point
out the ones that appear to have broad rel-
evance and those that require more investi-
gation. Finally, we provide a roadmap for
future research into the evolution of imper-
fect mimicry.

We have defined “mimicry” as occurring
when one organism converges on phenotypic
features of another because of the selective
benefits of sharing a resemblance, although
in many cases commonly assumed to be
mimicry, selective benefits have not been di-
rectly tested. This definition implies that the
evolved resemblance must involve signals.
Signals can be thought of as an “act or struc-
ture that alters the behaviour of another or-
ganism, which evolved because of that effect,
and which is effective because the receiver’s

response has also evolved” (Maynard-Smith
and Harper 2003:15; see also Bradbury and
Vehrencamp 2011). Signals are the basis of
both mimicry and “aposematism” (when a
dangerous species evolves a phenotype that
accurately warns others of the danger). Mim-
icry occurs when a signal borne by one or-
ganism (the model) to communicate some
quality to others (the receivers), is copied by
another organism (the mimic) to convey the
same message to the same receivers, whether
it is honest or not. This relationship may
involve three or more species (e.g., multiple
prey species and their predators), two spe-
cies (as is sometimes the case in aggressive
mimicry), or even take place within a single
species (as occurs in reproductive mimicry).
Signals may travel via any media, including
visual, auditory, and chemical; they may also
be multimodal and include more than one
of those senses.

The two best-known forms of mimicry are:
“Batesian mimicry” (Bates 1862), which oc-
curs when an edible species (the mimic)
evolves to resemble a conspicuous, inedible
species (the model), thereby gaining protec-
tion from predation; and “Müllerian mimicry”
(Müller 1879), which occurs when multiple
defended species (co-mimics) converge on
the same warning signal, thereby sharing the
cost of educating predators about their un-
palatability. Although there are other types
of mimicry, such as aggressive mimicry and
reproductive mimicry (where mimicry evolves
in response to sexual selection; Vane-Wright
1976; Endler 1981; Kikuchi and Pfennig
2012a), we will not dwell on specific types of
mimicry except when a particular hypothesis
requires that we do so.

With this background in mind, we now turn
to hypotheses that have been advanced to ex-
plain the evolution of imperfect mimicry.

Hypotheses for Imperfect Mimicry’s
Existence and Persistence

Many explanations have been proposed to
explain imperfect mimicry, some more plau-
sible than others (Ruxton et al. 2004). In this
section, we discuss 11 nonmutually exclusive
hypotheses. As summarized in Table 1, each
hypothesis can be grouped into one of four
categories, depending upon whether the hy-
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pothesis posits that putative cases of imper-
fect mimicry reflect: an artifact of human
perception that does not pertain to mimicry;
genetic or developmental constraints, which
prevent a response to selection for better
mimicry; relaxed selection, where imperfect
mimicry is as adaptive as perfect mimicry; or
tradeoffs, where imperfect mimicry is locally
more adaptive than perfect mimicry (for
general models of how tradeoff costs can
lead to imperfect mimicry, see Servedio
and Lande 2003; Holen and Johnstone
2004). Below, we describe each hypothe-
sis in detail. In Table 2, we provide a brief
summary of the hypotheses.

eye-of-the-beholder hypothesis
This hypothesis suggests that some cases of

imperfect mimicry are not mimicry at all
(Cuthill and Bennett 1993; Dittrich et al.
1993). Instead, human perception detects
imperfections that natural signal receivers
cannot. Therefore, “imperfect” mimicry does
not represent a challenge to natural selection
because the “imperfections” are not relevant
for the intended signal receivers. Real organ-
isms have an almost limitless number of phe-
notypic dimensions into which they can be
decomposed, so it is unsurprising that some
cases of imperfect mimicry might be attrib-

utable to differences between the dimen-
sions of organisms that humans notice versus
the ones their ecologically relevant signal re-
ceivers pay attention to.

developmental and genetic
constraints hypothesis

Rather than being an artifact of human
perception, as in the eye-of-the-beholder hy-
pothesis above, imperfect mimicry may reflect
a constraint on signal production, which (at
least temporarily) prevents a response to se-
lection for better mimicry. For example, a
population of imprecise mimics may lack the
genetic variation needed to evolve a closer
match to the model (in the case of Batesian
mimicry) or co-mimics (in the case of Mül-
lerian mimicry). It is important to point out
that most constraints can likely be overcome,
given enough time and sufficiently strong
selection (Maynard Smith et al. 1985). For
this reason, constraints probably do not offer
a universal explanation for imprecise mim-
icry.

chase-away hypothesis
This hypothesis, like the constraints hy-

pothesis above, assumes that imperfect Bate-
sian mimicry reflects an inability to (at least

TABLE 1
A classification scheme for 11 nonmutually exclusive hypotheses on the evolution of imperfect mimicry

Imperfect mimicry reflects . . .

Hypothesis

an artifact of human
perception not

shared by natural
signal receivers

genetic or
developmental

constraints, which
(temporarily)

limit a response
to selection

relaxed selection,
where imperfect
mimics are as fit
as perfect mimics

an (at
least locally)

adaptive peak

Eye-of-the-beholder X
Developmental constraints X
Chase-away X
Relaxed selection X
Mimetic Breakdown X
Perceptual exploitation X
Satyric mimicry X
Multiple models X
Multiple predators X
Kin selection X
Character displacement X
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TABLE 2
Summary of 11 hypotheses for imperfect mimicry and their critical predictions

Hypothesis Mechanism Critical predictions Key references

Eye-of-the-beholder Imperfect mimicry is an
anthropocentric projection; real
predators do not distinguish
between models and “imperfect”
mimics

Humans score model-mimic
similarity differently from
predators (under similar
conditions)

Cuthill and Bennett (1993);
Dittrich et al. (1993)

Developmental and
genetic
constraints

Production of better mimetic signals
is constrained by an intrinsic
inability to produce them

Imperfect mimics are less fit than
perfect mimics; proximate
mechanisms reveal constraints

Maynard-Smith et al. (1985)

Chase-away Models evolve away from their
Batesian mimics; time-lag
prevents immediate mimic
response

Similar to developmental and
genetic constraints; plus
evolutionary change in model
phenotype due to negative
fitness consequences of
Batesian mimics

Nur (1970); McGuire et al.
2006); Franks et al.
(2009)

Relaxed selection Mimics are under little selection to
evolve better mimicry because of
the risks of accidentally attacking
a model

Mimetic precision correlates
positively with relative mimic
abundance/benefits and
negatively with alternative prey

Schmidt (1958); Duncan
and Sheppard (1965);
Sherratt (2002); Penney
et al. (2012)

Mimetic
breakdown

Mimicry is no longer advantageous
due to a paucity of models

Imperfect mimicry is favored
relative to perfect mimicry in
the absence of models

Sheppard (1959); Brower
(1960); Pfennig and
Mullen (2010)

Perceptual
exploitation

Signal receivers have a bias toward
signals that are displaced from
the model’s signal

Imperfect mimics elicit a stronger
response from signal receivers
than their models do

Vereecken and Schiestl
(2008)

Satyric mimicry Imperfect mimics that blend some
components of the model’s signal
with irrelevant stimuli confuse
signal receivers, resulting in
better protection than imperfect
mimics that do not

Components of the aposematic
signal elicit greater receiver
avoidance/latency to respond
when presented with irrelevant
stimuli than without

Howse and Allen (1994)

Multiple models When multiple models exist, mimics
adopt an intermediate phenotype
between them to receive
protection from more than one
of them

Imperfect mimics are phenotypic
intermediates between models
and have higher fitness than
mimics more closely
resembling any one

Edmunds (2000); Sherratt
(2002)

Multiple predators Imperfect mimics are a compromise
between duping generalist
predators and avoiding specialist
predators

Opposing selective pressures on
mimetic phenotype by
generalist and specialist
predators

Pekar et al. (2011)

Kin selection Imperfect mimicry persists because
it lowers overall attack rates on a
population of related mimics

Mimetic precision is inversely
correlated with relatedness of
mimetic populations and
mimic abundance

Johnstone (2002); Penney
et al. (2012)

Character
displacement

Competition between mimics and
their models and co-mimics
displaces phenotypic optimum
away from perfect mimicry

Mimics and their models/
co-mimics overlap in resource
use and/or reproductive trait
space; competitively mediated
selection disfavors more
precise mimics

Pfennig and Kikuchi (2012)
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temporarily) respond to selection for perfect
mimicry. According to this hypothesis, im-
perfect Batesian mimics could evolve to be-
come better mimics, but their models are
also under selection to evolve away from
them to avoid the fitness cost of having a
“parasitic” mimic. As a result of such “chase-
away” selection, mimics lag behind models in
phenotypic evolution because models evolve
away from mimics as soon as they are ap-
proached too closely in signal space. Essen-
tially, when we observe instances of imperfect
mimicry, we see the outcome of an evolution-
ary arms race between mimic and model,
which the model has won (as least temporar-
ily). In these cases, time lags (between when
the model moves away from the mimic in
phenotypic space and when the mimic can
evolve the new phenotype of the model)
lead to imperfect mimicry.

Chase-away is predicted to occur by many
theoretical models (e.g., Oaten et al. 1975;
Holland and Rice 1998; Holmgren and En-
qvist 1999; Franks and Noble 2004; Franks et
al. 2009). However, mimics should generally
experience stronger selection to match their
models than models do to evolve away from
their mimics. This is because changes in a
mimic’s phenotype that make it more like its
model will often provide a selective advantage
(Ruxton et al. 2004). Models, on the other
hand, will generally receive less benefit from
changing their phenotype because rare mu-
tants from the model population would be
poorly protected and therefore risk increased
predation (Nur 1970). Consequently, even in
the presence of chase-away selection, models
may generally not evolve to escape their mim-
ics.

relaxed selection hypothesis
The relaxed selection hypothesis assumes

that imperfect mimicry reflects a lack of
selection, where some imperfect mimics
have fitness equal to that of the model be-
cause predators do not discriminate between
the two. This hypothesis is predicated on the
notion that, when models and mimics share
signal dimensions, it is impossible for signal
receivers to discriminate them perfectly. This
occurs because the strength of selection for
better resemblance is relaxed as the mimic

evolves toward the model’s phenotype (Dun-
can and Sheppard 1965; Sherratt 2001, 2002).
Signal receivers must balance correctly ac-
cepting mimics against mistakenly accepting
models, a situation analogous to managing
Type I and II error in statistics. There may be
actual phenotypic overlap between models
and mimics, or noise in the signal receiver’s
senses.

To explain this phenomenon, many math-
ematical models of selection in mimicry have
used signal detection theory (e.g., Oaten et
al. 1975; Getty 1985; Sherratt 2001, 2002),
which is designed to optimize correct re-
sponses to signals and minimize errors.
Results show that receivers should select a
phenotypic threshold that guarantees them
a positive average payoff if they accept all
signalers that fall on one side of that thresh-
old (Figure 1). The position of the threshold
depends on the costs of accepting a model,
the benefits of accepting a mimic, and the
relative abundance of the two (as well as
alternate, nonmimetic signalers; Dill 1975;
Sherratt and Beatty 2003; Lindström et al.
2004). When models are very aversive/abun-

Figure 1. Threshold For Selecting Imperfect
Mimics When Their Phenotypic
Distribution Differs From That of
Their Models

The signal receiver should choose all organisms
encountered to the right of the threshold (shaded
area), as they offer an average positive return.
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dant, mimics are relatively unrewarding/rare,
or—sometimes—when models and mimics
appear to overlap more in phenotype, a
smaller percentage of the mimic population
is attacked, and therefore selection for mim-
icry is weaker. The result is that there is often
a wide range of phenotypes near the pheno-
type of the model that have nearly equal
fitness (Figure 2).

The relaxed selection hypothesis yields
clear predictions based on the strength of
selection as mimics approach models in phe-
notypic space and as the cost:benefit ratio of
attacking models and mimics changes. The
strength of selection for better mimicry de-
creases as the mimic approaches the model
in phenotype; mimetic precision decreases
with model abundance and costliness (such

as toxicity, aggression, or handling time),
and nonaversive alternative signalers; and
it increases with the mimic’s relative abun-
dance and benefits (for example, caloric
reward).

mimetic breakdown hypothesis
In the remaining seven hypotheses, imper-

fect mimicry is assumed to arise from some
sort of tradeoff, where imperfect mimicry
is (locally) more adaptive than perfect
mimicry. Under the first of these hypothe-
ses—the mimetic breakdown hypothesis—
imprecise mimicry reflects an evolutionary
compromise between gene flow on the one
hand and selection on the other.

Indeed, a classic explanation for a mis-
match between mimics and their models is
that mimicry no longer serves any benefit
and, consequently, precise mimicry has been
degraded by natural selection (Brower 1960).
Such mimetic breakdown should happen
when mimics occur in areas where their
model is rare or absent. Batesian mimicry
theory generally predicts that mimics should
occur only in areas where their model occurs
(i.e., sympatry; Ruxton et al. 2004). This is
because protection from predation should
break down where the model is absent. Many
mimics violate this prediction and also occur
in areas where their model is absent (i.e.,
allopatry; Pfennig and Mullen 2010).

Mimics that occur in both sympatry and
allopatry with their model should experi-
ence strong divergent selection. On the one
hand, selection should always favor the main-
tenance, and even enhancement, of the mi-
metic phenotype in sympatry. On the other
hand, selection should favor the breakdown
of this phenotype in allopatry, because mim-
ics (like their models) are often conspicuous
(Ruxton et al. 2004). Allopatric mimics should
generally experience increased predation
pressure relative to less noticeable types. If
such selection is strong, then allopatric mim-
ics should evolve less conspicuous (nonmi-
metic) phenotypes. Thus, imprecise mimics
may be in the process of evolving nonmi-
metic phenotypes, have imperfect mimetic
phenotypes that are to some degree main-
tained by gene flow (Harper and Pfennig
2008), or retain their mimetic coloration for

Figure 2. Variation in the Strength of
Selection For Mimicry (Not Relative
Fitness) with Respect to Mimetic
Phenotype

The phenotype of the model is marked with an
arrow at 0.0, so phenotypes closer to either end of the
x-axis resemble the model less. Mimics more distant
from their model in phenotype are under stronger
selection to improve mimicry than ones which already
resemble their models closely (i.e., selection is non-
linear). Furthermore, the shape of the curve changes
with different cost:benefit ratios for attacking models
and mimics (dotted line). Relatively less costly/abun-
dant models create a smaller area of phenotypic space
around them in which mimics are under little selec-
tion to improve. Adapted from Sherratt (2002).
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an alternative reason such as flicker-fusion
coloration (Pough 1976) or sexual selection.
Under this hypothesis, an imperfect mimic
would have higher fitness than a perfect
mimic in the allopatric environment. We
should note, however, that some populations
of allopatric mimics may be under selection
by predators migrating from sympatry, and
that under those circumstances this hypoth-
esis would not be expected to apply.

perceptual exploitation hypothesis
Under this hypothesis, mimics exploit an

innate perceptual bias in signal receivers that
is shifted away from the model’s signal. Such
“sensory drive” hypotheses are often invoked
to explain the evolution of sexual signals (e.g.,
Basolo 1990; Ryan et al. 1990), but seldom to
explain imperfect mimicry. This is because
ecological conditions that select for receivers
that respond most strongly to something
other than the model’s signal may be rare
(given some cost of producing and bearing
signals, models are expected to evolve signals
that elicit the strongest possible response
from the receiver).

satyric mimicry hypothesis
The satyric mimicry hypothesis proposes

that, while some mimics may be good enough
that they cannot be distinguished from the
model, others benefit from expressing com-
ponents of aposematic signals in inappropri-
ate contexts (e.g., a wasp’s stripes on a fly’s
body). In doing so, these individuals confuse
predators long enough to allow the individ-
ual to escape (Howse and Allen 1994).
Howse and Allen (1994:113) further elabo-
rated their theory to predict, “opposing fea-
tures will tend to be favoured by natural
selection so that a high degree of ambiguity
is achieved.” Thus, imperfect mimics with a
mixture of traits from the model and alter-
native prey should have higher fitness than
imperfect mimics that resemble the model
more, but are still distinguishable.

multiple models hypothesis
Edmunds (2000) hypothesized that, in mim-

ics that occur over a wide geographical area
that contain multiple models, selection will

favor those individuals that imprecisely re-
semble many different species of models
over those individuals that precisely resem-
ble only one species of model. In such cir-
cumstances, Edmunds (2000) showed that
generalist mimics have higher population
sizes than specialist mimics of single models.
Sherratt (2002) reexamined this hypothesis
in a mathematical framework where he as-
sumed that model and mimic phenotypes
vary continuously and that predators use sig-
nal detection theory to set optimal thresh-
olds for attacking prey. He found that when
multiple sympatric models exist, mimics
evolve to mimic one of them or adopt an in-
termediate phenotype. Which result occurs de-
pends on whether or not models are similar
enough to confuse predators. When models
are allopatric from one another, mimics evolve
intermediate phenotypes, although their inter-
mediate phenotype should be weighted to-
ward the less defended or numerous model.

multiple predators hypothesis
Pekár et al. (2011) proposed that Batesian

mimics may be exposed to some predators
that respond to mimicry according to Bates’
original theory (1862), but that they may, as
a consequence, suffer increased predation
by specialist predators of their models (Pekár
et al. 2011). Therefore, the optimal mimetic
phenotype represents a compromise between
duping generalist predators and being able to
escape from specialist ones.

kin selection hypothesis
According to this hypothesis, Batesian mim-

ics pay an inclusive fitness cost of improving
mimicry, because doing so increases overall
attacks on a population that includes close
kin (Johnstone 2002). When models are suf-
ficiently rare and/or weakly aversive, preda-
tors should always attack prey that perfectly
resemble them, because the odds of encoun-
tering a beneficial mimic make such behav-
ior worthwhile (Oaten et al. 1975). With such a
weak and outnumbered model, the popu-
lation of mimics will actually benefit from
lower attack rates when it is, on average, imper-
fect. This is because predators will focus their
attacks on the most imprecise mimics in
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the population rather than the whole pop-
ulation, so at least the better mimics in the
population will benefit from mimicry. The bet-
ter mimics will experience individual (direct)
selection for improved mimicry, but if the pop-
ulation is related enough, the negative indirect
effects of increased predation on the whole
population may cancel out direct fitness bene-
fits, leading to a stable equilibrium of imper-
fect mimicry (Johnstone 2002).

character displacement hypothesis
According to this hypothesis, imprecise

mimicry represents an evolutionary compro-
mise between predator-mediated selection favoring
phenotypic convergence (i.e., precise mim-
icry) on the one hand and competitively mediated
selection favoring phenotypic divergence (i.e.,
imprecise mimicry) on the other (Pfennig and
Kikuchi 2012). In other words, imprecise
mimicry is a manifestation of “character dis-
placement”—trait evolution that arises as an
adaptive response to resource competition
or deleterious reproductive interactions be-
tween species (sensu Brown and Wilson 1956;
see also Grant 1972; Schluter 2000; Dayan
and Simberloff 2005; Grether et al. 2009;
Pfennig and Pfennig 2009, 2012).

To understand how this hypothesis works,
consider that for mimicry to be an effective
deterrent to predation, mimics and their
models (in the case of Batesian mimicry) or
co-mimics (in the case of Müllerian mimicry)
should not only be phenotypically similar to
each other, but they should also occur
together in the same location and at the
same time (Beatty and Franks 2012). Yet
co-occurring, phenotypically similar species
often compete with each other for resources,
successful reproduction, or both (here, “com-
petition” refers to any direct or indirect inter-
action between species or populations that
reduces access to vital resources or successful
reproductive opportunities and that is there-
fore deleterious—on average—to both par-
ties; see Pfennig and Pfennig 2012). As an
adaptive response to minimize such costly
interactions, competitively mediated selec-
tion favors individuals that differ from their
heterospecific competitors (reviewed in
Schluter 2000; Dayan and Simberloff 2005;
Pfennig and Pfennig 2009, 2012). Conse-

quently, interacting species diverge phenotypi-
cally through the process known as character
displacement. Such divergence between mim-
ics and their models/co-mimics thereby results
in imperfect mimicry (Pfennig and Kikuchi
2012).

Imprecise mimicry may arise through either
reproductive or ecological character displace-
ment. Reproductive character displacement
may generate imperfect mimicry if signals
aimed at potential predators also target
prospective mates (Estrada and Jiggins 2008).
Such shared signals may increase the risk that
mimics and their models/co-mimics will en-
gage in costly hybridization with each other or
interfere with each other’s ability to identify
high-quality mates. In such situations, selection
may favor reproductive character displacement
as a means of reducing costly reproductive in-
teractions between mimics and their models/
co-mimics.

Ecological character displacement may gen-
erate imprecise mimicry if aposematic/
mimetic signals aimed at potential predators
are in some way environmentally dependent,
such that their production requires some
limited resource (e.g., a food item or a par-
ticular habitat). In such cases, if mimics com-
pete with their models/co-mimics for this
resource, then ecological character displace-
ment leads to a change in diet. Consequently,
the production of mimetic phenotypes may be
affected also, possibly even leading to the evo-
lution of imprecise mimicry.

Finally, competition for space may also
promote imprecise mimicry through relaxed
selection for precise mimicry. For instance, if
mimics and their models/co-mimics com-
pete for a particular microhabitat, ecological
character displacement may promote a hab-
itat shift. If the mimetic species is forced into
a microhabitat not occupied by its model,
then selection for precise mimicry may be
relaxed, leading instead to imprecise mim-
icry (recall from above that for mimicry to be
an effective deterrent to predation, mimics
and their models/co-mimics should occur
together).

Regardless of whether reproductive or
ecological character displacement is respon-
sible, this hypothesis generally predicts that
imprecise mimicry should evolve whenever
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predator-mediated selection is weak relative
to competitively mediated selection (Pfennig
and Kikuchi 2012).

Empirical Hypothesis Support
eye-of-the-beholder hypothesis

One of the first studies to explicitly address
the “eye-of-the-beholder” hypothesis was that
of Dittrich et al. (1993), who trained pigeons
to avoid images of wasps but to attack their
hoverfly mimics. They used a morphometric
approach to describe objective similarity be-
tween hoverflies and their models, and
found that pigeon attack rates declined sig-
moidally with resemblance to the wasps so
that even a 50% objective match to the
model conferred the full benefit of mimicry.
The authors concluded that apparently poor
mimics to human eyes might be quite good
from the perspective of other animals. Cuthill
and Bennett (1993) suggested that the mech-
anistic explanation for the sigmoid curve
might be that the images used were opti-
mized for human rather than avian vision,
so birds could not use all of the informa-
tion that would normally be available to
them.

This hypothesis may not, in fact, be suffi-
cient to explain imperfect mimicry in the
wasp-hoverfly system in which it was first sug-
gested. Penney et al. (2012) found that hu-
mans rank the similarity between wasps and
hoverflies more like pigeons than an objec-
tive morphometric analysis. Indeed, pigeons
used only some of the potentially informative
traits on the hoverflies to discriminate them
from wasps (Bain et al. 2007). Thus, in this
instance, imperfect mimicry is probably not
entirely the result of a discrepancy between
what humans intuit a good mimic should
look like and what is required to fool a pred-
ator.

Another example of how human perspec-
tive can explain an apparent case of imper-
fect mimicry can be found among coral
snakes and their mimics, scarlet kingsnakes.
In the southeastern United States, venomous
coral snakes have red, yellow, and black rings
arranged in the order Y-R-Y-B. Nonvenom-
ous scarlet kingsnakes have the same three
colors arranged into rings with a different

order: Y-B-R-B. The relative proportions of
red:black are under strong selection (Harper
and Pfennig 2007), as is the general ringed
appearance (Pfennig et al. 2001), but the
order of the colored rings is probably not
(Kikuchi and Pfennig 2010a). It seems likely
that while colored rings with a certain pro-
portion of red:black constitute a warning sig-
nal, the order in which the rings develop is
an arbitrary byproduct of their evolution.
This case of imperfect mimicry can indeed
be attributed to humans projecting their own
perception onto a system, which emphasizes
the importance of correctly identifying a mod-
el’s actual signal.

developmental and genetic
constraints hypothesis

Presently, few studies have thus far exam-
ined the proximate bases of mimetic pheno-
types, so it is unclear to what degree imperfect
mimicry reflects an underlying constraint on
signal production. Of those studies that have
looked into proximate mechanisms, models
and mimics appear to use at least some of the
same genes and/or physiological pathways
to produce shared signals (Ford 1953; Joron
et al. 2011; Heliconius Genome Consortium
2012; Kikuchi and Pfennig 2012b; Martin et
al. 2012). An exception to this trend are cer-
tain unrewarding orchids, which attract male
bees to pollinate them by mimicking the ex-
act chemical compounds exuded by female
bees (Vereeken and Schiestl 2008). In this
case, the orchids produce their pheromones
by using enzymes that are unrelated to those
found in their pollinators (Schlüter et al.
2011). Generally, species that share the same
proximate mechanisms used to produce apo-
sematic signals may be more prone to evolve
precise mimicry. Yet, as the orchid exam-
ple above illustrates, sharing similar proxi-
mate mechanisms is not a necessity for pre-
cise mimicry.

chase-away hypothesis
An empirical study with human subjects

selecting between two species of computer-
generated prey was able to produce chase-
away, but the difference between models and
mimics was quite small relative to the range
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of potential phenotypic difference (McGuire
et al. 2006). We are unaware of any study that
adequately demonstrates a model evolving
away from its mimic in nature, or resultant
imperfect mimicry.

relaxed selection hypothesis
All of the predictions of this hypothesis

have been confirmed in empirical systems.
Many studies have documented selective sur-
faces that correspond to those outlined in
Figure 2: animals or humans trained to re-
spond to artificial prey (or flowers, in the
case of plants) reduce attack rates nonlin-
early as mimics approach models in pheno-
type (Schmidt 1958; Duncan and Sheppard
1965; Ford 1971; Caley and Schluter 2003;
Lynn et al. 2005; McGuire et al. 2006). Fur-
thermore, changing the relative abundance
of models and mimics alters the amount of
phenotypic space in which imperfect mimics
receive protection: the precision of coral
snake mimicry by scarlet kingsnakes (and se-
lection for better mimicry) increases across
the kingsnake’s range as the abundance of
coral snakes decreases (Harper and Pfennig
2007; Kikuchi and Pfennig 2010b), and the
mimetic precision of andromorphs (male-
mimicking females) increases with the pro-
portion of andromorphs:males in damselfly
populations (females resemble males to es-
cape sexual harassment; Iserbyt et al. 2011).
Changing the cost:benefit ratio of attacking
models and mimics also changes the pheno-
typic space in which imperfect mimics are
protected: artificial Batesian mimicry systems
show that mimics are better defended when
models are more toxic, so increasing costs
relaxes selection on mimics (Goodale and
Sneddon 1977; Lindström et al. 1997), while
mimetic precision in hoverflies appears to
increase with their size, suggesting that in-
creased benefits of attacking mimics also can
select for better mimicry (Penney et al. 2012).
Finally, increasing the availability of alternative
prey (and hence the relative dietary impor-
tance of mimics) relaxes selection for better
mimicry (Lindström et al. 2004).

The widespread support for the relaxed
selection hypothesis illustrates its generality
across different taxa and types of mimetic
relationships. Signal detection problems are

pervasive in animal communication (Rowe
1999; Wiley 2006), having also played an im-
portant role in discussions of kin recognition
(e.g., Reeve 1989) and sexual selection (e.g.,
Getty 1999). Indeed, as there will always be
some error in receivers’ sensory systems,
there is likely an area of relaxed selection on
some phenotypic scale in every system. How-
ever, given the large potential risks associ-
ated with mistakenly accepting models in
some systems, the phenotypic space of nearly
neutral selection around model phenotypes
can be quite wide.

Many studies that find support for the re-
laxed selection hypothesis use a single di-
mension or synthesize multiple dimensions
with equal weightings; i.e., they assume that
multiple dimensions of phenotype are syn-
thesized into a single continuous metric of
mimetic resemblance at some higher level
of cognition in the receiver’s brain. Consid-
ering the importance of this assumption, ad-
ditional research should be conducted to
evaluate its validity. However, there is sup-
port for this assumption from damselflies (Is-
erbyt et al. 2011) and hoverflies (Penney et
al. 2012).

mimetic breakdown hypothesis
There is empirical evidence for mimetic

breakdown. In a coral snake mimicry com-
plex in the southeastern U.S., scarlet king-
snakes occur in both sympatry and allopatry
with their coral snake model. In sympatry,
mimics are favored by natural selection. In
allopatry, however, they suffer increased at-
tacks from predators (Pfennig et al. 2001,
2007). Genetic analyses indicate that gene
flow from sympatry to allopatry explains the
occurrence of scarlet kingsnakes in allopatry
with their model (Harper and Pfennig 2008).
However, morphometric analyses reveal that
populations in allopatry have much more
red on their dorsum than populations in
sympatry, which closely resemble their coral
snake model in amount of red (Harper and
Pfennig 2008). Thus, despite gene flow from
sympatric and allopatric populations, selec-
tion has led to a breakdown of the mimetic
phenotype.

Another example comes from mimetic
butterflies in Africa, where Sheppard (1959)
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showed that imperfect mimics were more
common in areas with few models. However,
breakdown may not explain imperfect mimicry
in species that have mimetic and nonmimetic
morphs, as sharp clines between mimics and
nonmimics may form along the sympatry-
allopatry boundary with the model, as occurs
in admiral butterflies (Ries and Mullen 2008).

perceptual exploitation hypothesis
Empirical support for the perceptual ex-

ploitation hypothesis comes from studies
of unrewarding orchids that dupe male bees
into pollinating them by mimicking the pher-
omones of female bees. In this system, an ex-
otic ratio of volatile odor compounds leads to a
stronger pollination response (Vereecken and
Schieslt 2008). This is because male bees prefer
females from allopatric populations that have
different chemical “dialects,” which presum-
ably promotes outbreeding (Vereecken et al.
2007). Sensory exploitation is not limited to
olfactory stimuli, however. Benitez-Vieyra et al.
(2009) found disruptive selection on the shape
of a sexually deceptive orchid that resembles
female bees, suggesting perceptual exploita-
tion of male bees’ visual preferences as well.

satyric mimicry hypothesis
The predictions of this hypothesis are not

supported by the original dataset of Dittrich
et al. (1993) that motivated Howse and Allen
(1994) to come up with this hypothesis; the
fitness of hoverflies increases monotonically
with their resemblance to wasps. Schmidt
(1958) and Caley and Schluter (2003) also
found monotonic increases in fitness with
mimetic precision for butterflies and puffer-
fish mimics, respectively, which is also incon-
sistent with the expectation for a local fitness
peak for some imperfect mimics.

Although not all of the predictions of
Howse and Allen’s model (1994) may be
supported, the general idea of jamming a
predator’s sensory system with conflicting
information remains intriguing. The satyric
mimicry hypothesis connects predator psychol-
ogy to imperfect mimicry in a mechanistic
way. Without a doubt, generalization acts
to benefit imperfect mimics (e.g., Schmidt
1958; Ford 1971; Pilecki and O’Donald 1971;

Lindström et al. 1997; Caley and Schluter
2003; Lynn et al. 2005; McGuire et al. 2006;
Rowland et al. 2007; Kikuchi and Pfennig
2010a,b; Iserbyt et al. 2011; Ihalainen et al.
2012; Penney et al. 2012). However, no ex-
periment has been explicitly designed to test
the effect of signal elements presented in
conjunction with novel phenotypic elements.
More research is needed on how receivers per-
ceive and process signals, as well as how these
processes affect receiver behavior and subse-
quent signal evolution.

multiple models hypothesis
Empirical tests of, and support for, the

multiple-models hypothesis are scanty. On
the one hand, Edmunds (1978) observed
that ant-mimicking spiders with narrow dis-
tributions and a single model were better
mimics than a wide-ranging species that over-
lapped with several models. On the other
hand, Penney et al. (2012) did not find any
evidence of intermediate phenotypes between
different models among poor hoverfly mimics
of wasps and bees, suggesting that multiple
models have little relevance in that system. This
hypothesis remains plausible and awaits fur-
ther testing.

multiple predators hypothesis
Pekár et al. (2011) found empirical sup-

port for their hypothesis in a study of myrme-
comorphic (ant-mimicking) spiders. Many
predators display a generalized avoidance of
ants, which selects for mimicry, but some
predators preferentially attack ants. There
appears to be a tradeoff between being a
good ant mimic and being able to escape the
specialized ant predators quickly, which se-
lects for imperfect mimicry. Because Pekár et
al. (2011) examined only a few taxa of im-
perfect mimics, future studies are needed to
determine if a tradeoff between mimetic ac-
curacy and movement speed is consistent
across phylogeny. However, this hypothesis is
highly persuasive and consistent with empir-
ical measurements. Endler and Mappes (2004)
showed that multiple predators may select
for weakly conspicuous aposematic signals
among defended prey, so the potential im-
plications of multiple predators on the evo-
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lution of mimicry may be more extensive
that the current incarnation of this hypoth-
esis implies.

kin selection hypothesis
This hypothesis predicts that inaccurate

mimicry will be most likely when models are
weakly defended and uncommon, and that it
will be more prevalent in species with limited
dispersal and high degrees of family group-
ing (Johnstone 2002). The first prediction is
at odds with the predictions of the relaxed
selection hypothesis. Therefore, studies of
mimetic precision over a range of model
abundance that have found that better mim-
ics are favored when models are rare do
not support kin selection as a mechanism
for maintaining imperfect mimicry (e.g.,
Harper and Pfennig 2007; Iserbyt et al.
2011; Penney et al. 2012). However, to
our knowledge, no study has explicitly mea-
sured relatedness within any natural popula-
tion of mimics.

character displacement hypothesis
Although empirical tests of the character

displacement hypothesis for the evolution of
imprecise mimicry are lacking, a growing
number of studies have documented repro-
ductive and resource competition among the
members of the same mimicry complex (re-
viewed in Rainey and Grether 2007; Pfennig
and Kikuchi 2012). For instance, Müllerian
co-mimics may often risk engaging in delete-
rious reproductive interactions with each
other if the same signals used to warn poten-
tial predators are also used to attract mates.
A recent test of this hypothesis comes from
butterfly species of the genus Heliconius,
where numerous species have converged on
the same wing color patterns, owing to Mül-
lerian mimicry. In this group, not only is
wing coloration used to signal unpalatability
to potential predators, it is also used to signal
to prospective mates, which may increase the
risk of costly reproductive interactions be-
tween species. Estrada and Jiggins (2008)
studied interspecific attraction between two
species, Heliconius erato and H. melpomene,
and found that both species do indeed
spend considerable time approaching and

courting females of the co-mimic species.
Such mistakes in mate choice may favor re-
productive character displacement as a means
of reducing these costly reproductive interac-
tions, which could result in imperfect mimicry
in some cases.

Resource competition—and possibly eco-
logical character displacement—has also been
documented among the members of the same
mimicry complex. For example, syntopic Mül-
lerian co-mimics of neotropical catfish differ in
resource use (Alexandrou et al. 2011), suggest-
ing scope for resource competition to cause
character displacement (and therefore possi-
bly imperfect mimicry) in mimicry complexes.

However, as noted above, for ecological
character displacement to promote the evo-
lution of imperfect mimicry, aposematic/mi-
metic signals aimed at potential predators
must be in some way environmentally depen-
dent, such that their production requires
some limited resource (e.g., a food item or a
particular habitat). Only a handful of studies
have examined empirically whether resource
competition affects the production of apose-
matic signals, but the results of these studies
suggest that ecological character displace-
ment could promote imperfect mimicry. For
example, Blount et al. (2012) found that in
seven-spot ladybird beetles (Coccinella septem-
punctata), which possess both toxins and warn-
ing coloration, resource (i.e., food) availability
affects both toxin levels and warning colora-
tion. Moreover, many toxic fish species use
warning coloration to alert potential preda-
tors of their noxiousness (reviewed in Cott
1940; Edmunds 1974), and other species
sometimes mimic these colors (e.g., Moland
et al. 2005; Alexandrou et al. 2011). Colora-
tion in many species of fish is diet depen-
dent, such that dietary components (e.g.,
carotenoids) are required for these displays
(e.g., Seehausen and van Alphen 1998; Bough-
man 2001). If ecological character displace-
ment were to cause such species to shift
their diet, so that the dietary components
used to generate a mimetic signal were
no longer available (or were too costly
to obtain), then imprecise mimicry may
result.
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Tests of Multiple Hypotheses in Single
Systems

To determine if one hypothesis (or cate-
gory of hypotheses) is more crucial than the
others in explaining the evolution of mimicry,
we need to determine the relative contribu-
tions of each hypothesis toward the evolution
of imperfect mimicry. The best way to do so is
to identify mimicry complexes in which multi-
ple hypotheses can be evaluated simultane-
ously.

To date, only two mimicry complexes have
been subjected to tests aimed at evaluating
multiple hypotheses. In one such study, Pen-
ney et al. (2012) sought to explain imprecise
mimicry of wasps by hoverflies (see above) by
testing the eye-of-the-beholder, relaxed selec-
tion, kin selection, and multiple model hy-
potheses. They predicted that there would
be a discrepancy between human and avian
rankings of model-mimic similarity if the eye-
of-the-beholder hypothesis held, and that
mimics would fall between models in pheno-
type if they used more than one model. They
also predicted that mimics would decrease in
precision with their relative abundance if kin
selection affected their populations, but that
precision would increase with mimic abun-
dance if the relaxed selection hypothesis
were correct. Their tests of these predictions
were facilitated by four major factors: multi-
ple populations of models and mimics with
different model:mimic abundance ratios; a
phylogenetic tree of the mimics to account
for phylogenetic signal in mimicry; a large
museum dataset from which to obtain mor-
phometric measures of models and mimics;
and empirical discrimination data from both
likely signal receivers and humans. Their da-
taset for bird discrimination of hoverflies
and wasps is from Dittrich et al. (1993), and
they focused their morphometric analyses
on traits that a simulation showed to be im-
portant for birds’ decision-making (Bain et
al. 2007). Once they had accounted for phy-
logenetic signal, their results supported the
relaxed selection hypothesis. Results were
also consistent with some of the other hy-
potheses that we have classified as tradeoffs
or constraints, but were not designed to dis-
criminate between them.

The second mimicry complex that has
been subjected to tests aimed at evaluating
multiple hypotheses is a coral snake mimicry
complex in the southeastern United States.
Early work demonstrated that scarlet king-
snakes were in fact Batesian mimics of
coral snakes (Pfennig et al. 2001). Later
work showed that imperfect mimicry in the
ratio of red:black in the scarlet kingsnake’s
dorsal rings could be explained by the re-
laxed selection hypothesis (Harper and Pfen-
nig 2007). Studies also showed that some
allopatric scarlet kingsnakes were not mim-
ics, but were in the process of evolving new,
less mimetic phenotypes (Harper and Pfennig
2008), thereby supporting the mimetic break-
down hypothesis. Additionally, other studies
found that imperfect mimicry in snake dor-
sal color ring order was not used by preda-
tors in discriminating between the deadly
model and its mimic (Kikuchi and Pfennig
2010a), supporting the eye-of-the-beholder
hypothesis. Therefore, at least three hypoth-
eses—the relaxed selection hypothesis, the
mimetic breakdown hypothesis, and the eye-
of-the-beholder hypothesis—can explain the
apparent occurrence of imperfect mimicry
in this system.

More generally, these studies of imperfect
mimicry in a coral snake mimicry complex
serve to illustrate an important point. Namely,
that the 11 hypotheses that we have dis-
cussed here are not mutually exclusive, and
that multiple explanations may therefore ac-
count for the existence of imprecise mimicry
in any one system/mimicry complex. The
challenge for future empirical work is to de-
termine which, if any, of the hypotheses is
more important than the others in promot-
ing the evolution of imperfect mimicry.

Unexplained Phenomena
Although we have here explored the evi-

dence for 11 existing hypotheses for imperfect
mimicry, there are still some phenomena that
probably cannot be explained by any of them.
Below, we present two such empirical prob-
lems that will likely require the development of
new theory.

First, consider European vipers and their
colubrid mimics. The vipers have at least two
components to their aposematic signal: a dark
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dorsal zigzag and a triangular head (Wüster
et al. 2004; Niskanen and Mappes 2005;
Valkonen et al. 2011). However, colubrid
mimics need bear only one of those two sig-
nal elements to receive as much protection
from predators as vipers do (Valkonen et al.
2011). Predators avoid replica snakes to the
same degree whether they have triangular
heads, dorsal zigzags, or both. At first glance,
this nonadditive interaction between signal
components seems reminiscent of the re-
laxed selection hypothesis (because imper-
fect mimics are protected as well as perfect
mimics). Yet, this example cannot be ex-
plained by the relaxed selection hypothesis,
because the viper’s signal occupies two di-
mensions of signal space, and imperfect
mimics can be completely nonoverlapping
with their models in either one of them. The
relaxed selection hypothesis depends on par-
tial overlap between models and mimics
within a single dimension, so unless multiple
components of aposematic signals are com-
bined into one at some level of neural pro-
cessing, it cannot explain this instance of
imperfect mimicry. Therefore, to explain such
imprecise mimicry, we need to understand:
why multicomponent aposematic signals
evolve; and why not all components of apose-
matic signals are needed to elicit full preda-
tor avoidance.

Second, recent data suggest that the com-
plexity of prey communities alters selection
for signal mimicry, but no theory consistently
anticipates this result. Beatty et al. (2004) con-
ducted a series of experiments that measured
human predators as they learned to discrimi-
nate between computer-generated profitable
and unprofitable prey. They altered the phe-
notypic variety of both profitable and un-
profitable prey, and measured the fitness of
imperfect Müllerian mimics depending on
whether they shared a single trait (also known
as a feature) in common with their models.
They found that in simple communities,
there was little selection for mimicry at all
because humans learned to identify each
prey phenotype uniquely. In complex com-
munities, selection favored imperfect mimics
that shared a feature with other unprofit-
able prey. Beatty et al. (2004) interpreted
their results as illustrating the difficulty of

memorizing multiple prey phenotypes, and
suggested that, in general, more complex com-
munities may select for Müllerian mimicry by
favoring imperfect mimics.

Ihalainen et al. (2012) revisited this topic
and trained birds to forage in communities
of artificial prey with varying levels of com-
plexity in the phenotypes of defended and
undefended prey. They then tested the re-
sponses of the trained birds to a quantitative
gradient of signals based on a single apose-
matic signal that was present in all of the
training communities. They found that birds
trained in simple communities selected for
very precise mimicry, but birds trained in
complex ones did not discriminate at all
among the gradient of phenotypes pre-
sented. They interpreted the difference be-
tween their results and those of Beatty et al.
(2004) as being at least partially attributable
to the behavior of naive and trained preda-
tors and suggested that a mixture of naive
(coarsely discriminating) and refined (finely
discriminating) predators might select for
both the initial evolution of mimicry and its
improvement.

The use of independent features on the
imperfect mimics in Beatty et al. (2004) as
opposed to the continuous gradient of phe-
notypes tested by Ihalainen et al. (2012) com-
plicates direct comparison between the two
studies because they might involve different
psychological processes. Chittka and Osorio
(2007) proposed that predators in complex
prey communities might use discrete fea-
tures of prey to classify them, while Ihalainen
et al. (2012) speculated that predators trained
on diets of limited variety were less willing to
attack unfamiliar prey because they general-
ized very narrowly (i.e., discriminated within
a single continuous dimension of pheno-
type). In response to the issues raised by
these studies, we need to know not only how
the number of prey species in a community
affects the precision of mimicry, but also take
into consideration the experience and vari-
ety of predators, and the nature of the phe-
notypes being evaluated (multicomponent
or single dimension, and continuous or dis-
crete variation).
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Conclusions
We have presented and evaluated the evi-

dence for the major hypotheses for imperfect
mimicry. Although only two systems have been
subjected to multiple tests, empirical sup-
port for individual hypotheses for imper-
fect mimicry comes from many systems.
Particularly, many studies have found re-
sults consistent with the predictions of the
relaxed selection hypothesis. The eye-of-the-
beholder hypothesis is also widely applicable,
because it is often difficult to know exactly
what aspects of the model’s phenotype con-
stitute its signal to receivers. By contrast, mi-
metic breakdown has only been found in
systems with allopatric mimics. Chase-away,
perceptual exploitation, and multiple pred-
ators have been each supported by one or
two studies. That imperfect mimicry is caused
by developmental or genetic constraints
is difficult to demonstrate, but the shared
supergenes of Heliconius indicate a role for
phylogeny and hybridization in facilitating
the evolution of mimicry. The multiple mod-
els and kin selection have not been sup-
ported in the study systems where some of
their predictions have been tested, and the
satyric mimicry and character displacement
hypotheses await direct tests.

It is important to stress that some of the
hypotheses have been developed from stud-
ies that have focused on the natural history
of particular systems (e.g., Vereeken and Schi-
estl 2008; Benitez-Vieyra et al. 2009; Pekár et
al. 2011). For this reason, these studies have
not tested any alternative hypotheses for
imperfect mimicry. Other hypotheses were de-
veloped largely from plausible theoretical ar-
guments, but are much more difficult to test
than others. Thus, it is premature to rank
them in terms of their likely importance in
promoting the evolution of imperfect mim-
icry. Additionally, multiple hypotheses may
operate simultaneously in many systems and,
together, they may contribute to the evolu-
tion of imperfect mimicry.

Ideally, studies of imperfect mimicry should
establish that mimicry in fact occurs and
identify the aspects of phenotype that consti-
tute the signal (i.e., test the mimetic break-
down and eye-of-the-beholder hypotheses).

The remaining hypotheses that can be tested
may be contingent on the details of the study
system. Systems that span geographical areas
where the model:mimic ratio varies and is
easily measured are ideal for testing the
relaxed selection hypothesis, as are those
where models and mimics vary in the costs
and benefits they offer. The presence of
multiple models, specialist predators, strong
spatial grouping of kin, and likely competition
between mimics and their models/co-mimics
are prerequisites for testing the multiple
model, multiple predators, kin selection,
and character displacement hypotheses,
respectively. The satyric mimicry hypoth-
esis would have to be evaluated in condi-
tions where the cognitive mechanisms of
signal receivers can be directly studied or
at least inferred.

In the future, we must gather more infor-
mation on the fitness consequences of im-
perfect mimicry in natural populations. Such
studies are needed to determine if imprecise
mimicry is disfavored, as highly favored as
precise mimicry, or even more highly favored
than precise mimicry. This information is key
to differentiating among the various hypoth-
eses for imprecise mimicry (see Table 1).
Given the attention Batesian mimicry com-
plexes have received, greater effort should
go into evaluating the various hypotheses for
imperfect mimicry in Müllerian mimicry
complexes. Fortunately, new cases of mim-
icry are constantly being discovered (e.g.,
Brown 2006; Marek and Bond 2009; Wilson
et al. 2012). With such a profusion of mimicry
complexes, it should become easier to find
appropriate study systems in which to address
any given hypothesis for imprecise mimicry.

We also need to uncover the proximate
mechanisms that generate mimetic pheno-
types. Although a number of recent studies
have shown promise in this area (e.g., see Reed
et al. 2011; Kikuchi and Pfennig 2012b), we
still know virtually nothing about the proxi-
mate mechanisms by which mimetic pheno-
types are produced and, hence, whether or
not genetic or developmental constraints
play a role in explaining the persistence
of imperfect mimics. To resolve the un-
explained phenomena in imperfect mim-
icry that we introduced above, theories of
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optimal decision-making and cognitive psy-
chology may be helpful (e.g., Rowe 1999; Darst
2006; Sherratt 2011). We urgently require em-
pirical work to challenge and improve theory
(e.g., Hansen et al. 2010; Rowland et al. 2010).
Directly measuring animal decision-making
(e.g., Alatalo and Mappes 1996) and incorpo-
rating physiology and neurobiology into
perceptual models can produce dramatic
advances in our ability to explain how animals
see and evaluate the world. Finally, recognizing
that mimicry occurs within complex commu-
nities of prey must also be a major thrust of
future research.

Such studies are important because the
existence of imperfect mimicry represents a
key challenge to mimicry theory (Ruxton et
al. 2004). More generally, clarifying why im-
perfect mimicry exists promises to provide
critical insights into the limits of natural se-
lection in producing complex adaptations.
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